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Announcing The Shiba Scream
Welcome to the first edition of The Shiba Scream, a quarterly newsletter relaying all things 
Shiba (and a few things not Shiba) going on in New York City. We hope that you’ll find The 
Shiba Scream useful and entertaining and will look forward to receiving your issue each quarter.

If you have questions, suggestions or ideas for content to include, please email 
shibascream@nycshibarescue.org

Don’t Live in Manhattan? We’re Starting Local Chapters! 
It’s hard to believe our Shiba Meetup group is only 16 months old and has grown to almost 200 
members. The group has grown too large for one Organizer to manage effectively and a lot of 
the members live outside Manhattan, so we recently started adding organizers and local chapters.

Our first local chapter was started in Brooklyn and is organized by Tom Beam. We’ve had three 
meetups and have about 10 regular members so far. Tom (and Kenshin) would like to thank 
everyone who has shown up for the Brooklyn meetups and extend an invitation for you to send 
in a photo of your Brooklyn Shiba for the upcoming chapter web page.

Our second local chapter is located up north in Westchester! The Westchester group is  
organized by Nancy Theodorou. The first meetup will be held on November 3rd in the Cedar 
Lane Dog Park in Ossining, which is about 30 minutes north of the city by car and five minutes 
from the Croton train station. If you live in or near Westchester this is not to be missed!

Keep your eyes and ears open for additional chapters coming soon. And, if you are interested 
in heading up a chapter in YOUR area speak with Jenna about how to make it happen.

Accomplishments! Did your Shiba get his or her Canine Good Citizen Award recently? 
Graduate from obedience class? Get promoted from Basic to Advanced Agility? Did you get a 
promotion at work? Do you have a new family member (canine or human)? Let the group know 
about it! Send your submissions to our Co-Organizer, Kelly Vivar at inujewelry@mac.com to see 
them included the next issue of The Shiba Scream.

Birthday Wishes for every Shiba! This will be a quarterly feature that celebrates our dogs’ 
birthdays. Please e-mail Kelly with your dog’s birthday information so we can give them a  
“Happy Birthday Shout Out” when it’s time to celebrate. Please include any information about
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your dog that is relevant to their birthday: age, how they’re going to celebrate, a photograph, 
and a few of their favorite things. You can also include your home mailing address if you would 
like your Shiba to receive a doggie birthday card in the mail.

Inu of the Month! We’ll be posting a dog of the month feature on the meetup website and 
in the newsletter. Send Kelly an email and let her know why YOUR special Shiba should be the 
Inu of the Month for November, December or January!
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What is NYC Shiba Rescue Anyway?
NYC Shiba Rescue, Inc. (NYCSR) was founded in April 2007 by members of NYC Shiba Inus 
and their Human Companions and is an all volunteer group dedicated to contributing to the 
quality of life of Shiba Inus in and around the New York City metropolitan area. To that end, 
NYCSR actively works to rescue Shiba Inus and Shiba Inu mixed breed dogs from dangerous 
environments and shelters in order to find them loving, permanent homes. NYCSR will, among 
other things, foster and evaluate Shiba Inus in order to prepare them for adoption and seek out 
proper adoptive homes for the dogs. NYCSR also promotes responsible dog ownership by 
educating the public in the selection, care and training of dogs.

NYCSR is a not-for-profit corporation under the Not-for-Profit corporation law of New York 
State and its federal 501(c)3 application is pending.

How You Can Help NYCSR 
NYCSR Needs Foster Homes of all Kinds.  Fostering for NYC Shiba Rescue is not only 
a hugely rewarding experience for our volunteers but also, more importantly, it’s integral to saving 
the lives of these beautiful dogs. Each dog’s time in foster care is the first step in his or her new 
lease on life as it prepares them for a new forever home.

If you’re thinking of getting your first Shiba, an amazing way to get to know the Shiba Inu is by 
fostering. Fostering gives you a hands-on, in depth experience with the breed. We will provide 
everything you need to get started and help you along the way.

If you’ve crossed paths with the intelligent and curious Shiba Inu in the past, or have one currently 
in your life, you already know what a special group of dogs they are. We are also in need of 
fosters who are already experienced with the challenges and idiosyncrasies of the breed.

If you’re ready for the adventure of fostering, simply go to nycshibarescue.org to download an 
application and fax it back to us. If you have questions, email foster@nycshibarescue.org and 
someone will get back to you ASAP.
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Administrative Assistance Needed. Interested in volunteering for NYSCR, but don’t 
have the time to foster a dog?  Volunteer to help us administratively! We need someone organized 
and dedicated to volunteer a couple of days each month to assist in completing the paperwork 
required by New York City. This volunteer job is especially critical since we need to report to 
the City monthly in order to be able to continue to rescue Shibas from local shelters. Duties  
include data entry, keeping track of the licensing requirements for each dog and other paperwork 
as needed. It’s a great way to get involved for someone with limited time and resources. All you 
need is a few spare hours per month, an email address, and a computer with access to Excel 
and Word (or compatible applications).

The Most Demanding Job You’ll Ever Love. In addition to needing foster homes and 
administrative assistance, NYCSR is actively seeking to fill two vital positions in the organization 
– Adoption Director and Intake Director. 

The Adoption Director is responsible for reviewing adoption applications, interviewing  
applicants, checking references, scheduling home visits, and helping to match adoptable dogs 
with appropriate forever homes. The pay for this position is the satisfaction of seeing Shibas in  
wonderful, loving homes.

The Intake Director is responsible for learning about, evaluating, accepting or rejecting, and 
then coordinating transport for Shibas and Shiba mixes in need in the NYC metropolitan area. 
The pay for this position is the knowledge that you had a direct hand in saving Shibas and  
giving them a chance to have a real home.

Both of these positions require dynamic, talented people who are organized, available, good 
communicators, and DEDICATED to improving the plight of Shibas in shelters and dangerous 
environments.
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Being a Good Canine Neighbor: Getting Around the City
Did you know that dogs are only allowed on city subways if they are enclosed in a bag that fits 
on your lap? That doesn’t do most of us any good when we need to get around with our Shibas. 
Canine taxi services can be a good option for getting somewhere with your dog and a lot of 
stuff; they usually drive minivans and their drivers are real dog people. Canine taxis are pricey 
though and require reservations, so they just aren’t practical for every day use. That leaves you 
with… regular yellow cabs!
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Yes, you can take a cab In the city with your dog. No, they don’t have to stop for you when 
you have a dog, but 20 to 25% of them WILL stop. Here are some common sense guidelines 
to being a good canine cab customer.
• When hailing a cab, have your dog sit or stand politely in front of you. This accomplishes two things.
 1. The cab driver can see your dog. Some people try to hide the fact that they have a  
     dog until after the cab stops. This just makes drivers ANGRY. Why do that?
 2. The driver can clearly see that your dog is well-behaved and under your control. They  
     are much more likely to stop for well-behaved dogs.
• When you get in the cab, say THANK YOU and reassure the driver that your dog will stay in       
   the floor and not get fur or dirt on the seat.
• Keep your dog quiet and still during the duration of the trip.
• When you reach your destination, pay the driver the fare plus what you would normally tip      
   PLUS another $3 to $4 doggy premium and, again, say THANK YOU. If you tell the driver  
   you know he didn’t have to pick you up and you really appreciate it, he’s more likely to pick 
   up the next one of us desperately trying to catch a cab with a dog.

Note: Every so often a cab driver will tell you that he can get a ticket for picking up a fare with 
a dog that isn’t a service dog. This is UNEQUIVOCALLY UNTRUE and is simply a ploy to get a 
bigger tip. If a driver tells you this, feel free to skip the doggy premium when you pay him.
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UPCOMING CANINE EVENTS
IN AND AROUND NYC

Saturday, Oct 20, 11:00 AM | Hillside Dog Park, Brooklyn, NY
Shibas Fall Classic Meetup
Let’s get together and enjoy the crisp fall weather while our Shibas run around and take over 
the Hillside Dog Run in Brooklyn. (shibainu.meetup.com/101/)

Sunday, Oct 21, 2007, 11:00 am to 3:00 pm  |  Liberty State Park, Jersey City, NJ
The Liberty Humane Society’s Bark in the Park Dog Walk 2007
An afternoon of fun and games - including a star search, costume contest, 2-mile walk, pump-
kin pull, vendors, and more - to raise money and awareness for the Liberty Humane Society. 
(libertyhumane.org)

Sunday, Oct 21, Noon to 5:00 PM  |  Union Square Park, North Plaza, New York, NY
Mayor’s Alliance/Maddie’s Pet Adoption Festival
In addition to adoptable animals, each event features a steel drum band, low-cost microchip-
ping ($25) for dogs and cats, and Ask the Veterinarian, Ask the Trainer, Ask the Groomer, and 
Ask The TTouch Practitioner booths.

Tuesday, Oct 23, 2007, 7:00 PM  |  Dog Spa, West 25th St, New York, NY
Puppy Classes from Andrea Arden
This is the first class in a 6 week series. For registration info, see andreaarden.com
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Saturday, Oct 27, 11:00 AM | Madison Square Park Dog Run, New York, NY
Chillin in the Park with the NYC Shibas
Madison Square Park is one of our most popular Shiba meetup spots. All we need to make this 
day fun is a big turnout. (shibainu.meetup.com/101/)

Saturday, Oct 27, 2007, Noon  |  Tompkins Square Park, New York, NY
The 16th Annual Tompkins Square Halloween Dog Parade
Over $5,000 in prizes, including 6 iPOD MP3 PLAYERS will be awarded to the winners and 
runner ups at the country’s largest Halloween dog parade. (firstrunfriends.org)

Thursday, Nov 1, 2007, various times  |  Animal Haven, Centre Street, New York, NY
Agility Classes from Andrea Arden
This is the first class in a 6 week series. For registration info, see andreaarden.com

Saturday, Nov 3, 11:00 AM | Cedar Lane Dog Park, Ossining, NY
Shibas in the Suburbs (Westchester)
Dog Fancy magazine named this dog park one of the top 10 dog parks in the country. Show up 
to support the Westchester Shibas first meetup! (shibainu.meetup.com/101/)

Saturday, Nov 10, 2007, 11:00 AM  |  Animal Haven, Centre Street, New York, NY
Puppy Classes from Andrea Arden
This is the first class in a 6 week series. For registration info, see andreaarden.com

GUEST ARTICLE
The Canine Code by Pete Campione
This Code comes with many conditions and provisions. You see, as the dog is held responsible 
in our society for his interactions with the public – and as a living social being – he deserves to 
be given the advantage of being set up to win in his co-existence with humans. The Canine Code 
is designed to set standards and conditions under which every dog has the RIGHT to live.

The Canine Code is also designed to help the dog deal with the human frailties often involved 
with ownership. Here are just a few of the misguided reasons people use to acquire what are 
usually the wrong dogs for them… the Canine Code can protect a dog from going to the  
inappropriate home and environment and suffering the consequences. The Code might encour-
age people to think twice as to their reasoning for acquiring a dog. It is designed to counter:

 1. The girl who broke up with her boyfriend and now wants to carry some poor dog      
     under her arm for 6 months.  Often “Designer Pocketbooks” are more realistic, so  
     when the novelty wears off, she can buy a new one.
 2. The family who chooses to get a dog for “the kids”.  The kids are, of course, are 4,  
     6, 9, and can’t be left for more than 5 minutes alone without setting the house on fire.   
     Dogs are not toys and have no business being raised by children (under 6) who are  
     still  being raised themselves.
 3. The person who chooses a dog because it was cute, small and the person who sold  
     the dog said she was “hypo-allergenic”.  Convenience is NEVER a reason to get a  
     dog. Dogs are never convenient….they take work and time.
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 4. The family who just “had” to take the “dog from Hell” out of the shelter because they  
    “JUST KNOW” they can fix him. Find a homeless person to bring home instead.
 5. The person with low self esteem, who thinks the dog will increase their social (or   
     physical) stature. These are the idiots who get Pitts or Rottweilers and have no clue  
    about the breed itself. They only care how good they will look standing next to the poor dog.

The people above need therapy and medication… not necessarily a dog. A dog will need structure, 
direction, and loving attentiveness, requirements that these people clearly lack. Don’t set yourself up 
to FAIL with your new dog. Make sure conditions suit the new arrival. Do not bring a dog into a  
chaotic environment and expect a sound dog.

The Canine Code is breed specific in that each dog comes with a different set of “life requirements”. 
When dealing with mixed breeds it is your job to provide what the dogs needs to act as appropriately 
as possible following the guides set for the breed types involved in the mix. 

The Canine Code 
 1. I have the right to be recognized as a relentless hunter, a tireless herder, a loyal 
     guarder, a ceaseless adventurer. In other words, the characteristics of my breed 
     standard are my right to who I am. I have the right to being recognized for these  
              characteristics and accepted as such. This acceptance comes with the right of  
     compatibility with my surroundings. I have the right to be chosen based on who I 
     AM. This means researching breeds before buying or adopting. Not who you want 
     me to be or who you think you can make me into. Not to be chosen by my size, my  
     color or anything a neighbor told you. In accepting me for who I am, you indicate that  
     my personality fits your environment.
 2. If I am not to be used for the function I was originally bred for,  and clearly, chasing  
     and biting someone’s children does not qualify as an outlet option…… I have a right  
     to be trained to redirect these characteristics.  Puppy Kindergarten is essential and  
     follow–up obedience class. All canines are capable of, and deserve, more of a  
     vocabulary than just “Sit for Mommy”.
 3. It is understood that genetically I am programmed to chase and grab anything that  
     moves (it’s called prey drive and differs in intensity per dog, but they all have it to some  
     extent or another) hence, I am not good with many very young children. They run and  
     excite me… so I have the right NOT to be set up to chase unnecessarily. I should be  
     actively socialized with children in a positive way as a puppy.
 4. I have the right to the amount of exercise I need to satisfy my breed specific needs.  
     Judge that exercise by the way I act around the house, not how far you walk me.
 5. I have the right to achieve the potential of who I am and whatever that takes. To be the  
     best example of the dog I am, not just physically, but socially.
 6. I have the right to the proper nutrition, medical care and accommodations appropriate  
     for my breed type and size requirements.
 7. I have a right to a full life and care in my old age that is compassionate and caring.
 8. I have the right to be a “forever dog” in your life.
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About the Author:
Pete Campione is the founder of Kindred Souls Dog Training Center in Howell, New Jersey.  
Mr. Campione has been training dogs and their owners for 15 years. He is certified & endorsed  
by the National Association of Dog Obedience Instructors. For more information see  
kindredsoulscaninecenter.com

THE SHIBA SCREAM 
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The Shiba Scream is the official newsletter for both NYC Shiba Inus & their Human Companions and 
NYC Shiba Rescue, Inc.

NYC Shiba Inus & their Human Companions

197 members and counting...
shibainu.meetup.com/101/
Jenna Gates (& Snickers), Organizer
Kelly Vivar (& BUG), Co-Organizer and Creative Genius
Thomas Beam (& Kenshin), Brooklyn Chapter Leader
Nancy Theodorou (& Foxi), Westchester Chapter Leader

NYC Shiba Rescue, Inc.

32 volunteers, 9 dogs in foster care, 11 dogs adopted
nycshibarescue.org
Jenna Gates, President & Founder
Sara Newman, Vice President
Zennia Barahona, Foster Program Director
Michele Shane, Director of Animal Welfare

The Shiba Scream Staff

Managing Editor: Jenna Gates
News and Feature Editor: Kelly Vivar
Producer: Cimon Butler

Cover Photo: Yuki in her garden in upstate NY. Parents Jack & Cimon.
Copyright 2007 NYC Shiba Rescue, Inc.
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